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State in which all people of

working age have access to a

full suite of quality financial

services, provided at

affordable prices, in a

convenient manner, and with

dignity for the clients”

"The process of ensuring access to financial

services and timely and adequate credit where

needed by vulnerable groups such as weaker

sections and low income groups at an

affordable cost.” It includes access to banking

services, credit, insurance, savings and assets,

money advice and financial literacy and

capability.

What is Financial Inclusion



4
Financial Inclusion means no people living behind the services of financial
cooperatives

3

Financial development is not just enough and inclusive if a large section of 
population is excluded. All people need to have access to financial service at 
an affordable cost for the financial system to be inclusive.

2
Access to finance should be improved and financial system in an economy
must be inclusive.

1

Financial inclusion is essential for building inclusive financial system as well 
as overall inclusive economy, helpful for reducing poverty and inequality in 
the economy.
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Financial inclusion is also needed to
achieve the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDG). The SDGs envision that
economic development should not leave
anybody behind.
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On the other hand, financial
inclusion is defined as the process of
ensuring access to financial services
timely and adequate credit where
needed by vulnerable groups.

International organizations like
World Bank, International
Monetary Fund (IMF), Asian
Development Bank (ADB) and
Alliance for Financial Inclusion.
(AFI) have placed financial
inclusion as an important agenda
in recent years and have started
monitoring the progress of
financial inclusion along with
providing policy suggestions and
financial assistance.

Financial inclusion implies an
absence of price and non-price
barriers in the use of financial
services".



Financial 

Inclusion

Access
Physical

proximity
Affordability
Convenience

Use
Financial
capability

Actual use:
regularity, frequency, length of 

time used

Quality
Adapted to

member needs
Provided responsibility and 

sustainability



Important/ Opportunities

Reduce informality

Creating a platform for including 

the habit to save money

Providing financial awareness

For sustainable equitable growth

Reduce poverty

Increase human capital

Increase productivity

Important / 

Opportunity

Reduce inequality



Drivers of 
Financial 
Inclusion

Products & Services

Policies & Regulations

Institution

Infrastructure



No demand and 

knowledge of financial 

product and services 

Circle of 

Financial 

Exclusion

Financial Exclusion

Low (or NO) income and 

assets accumulation both 

human and physical

Low( or no) savings and 

investment

Circle of Financial Exclusion



Challenges- Constraints for Financial Inclusion

01Difficult 

geographical terrain

02Scattered 

Settlement

03Predominance of 

subsistence nature of 

economic activities.

04People do not 

have enough 

income to save 

05inadequate physical 

infrastructure 

accompanied by 

difficult topography 

06Insufficient 

financial 

literacy



Benefits of Financial Inclusion

The precise financial infrastructure 

can help asset recognition of the 

poor through financial advantage.

It helps low-income level 

people who have small, volatile, 

and often seasonal incomes to 

manage their resources well.

Financial services stand-in 

independence and build economic 

social responsibility by giving people 

the ability to actively participate in 

their societies and countries.

Entrepreneurs can use 

savings or credit to make 

productivity enhancing 

investments in productive 

assets.

Families use financial services to increase 

access to education, health care, social 

image and other requirements that improve 

their quality of life.

Low-income level families who are 

subjected to many Insecurity can 

protect against these Insecurity 

through savings, credit, insurance.

It facilitates 
economic 

transactions to 
the large 

number of new 
economic 

representatives.



Financial Inclusion in VYCCU

Financial 
Inclusion 

People who are not 
involved in any 

bank and financial 
institution and 

other formal bodies 
are made members.

Membership is 
also given on 
the basis of 

minimum fee.

Door step 
service 

provided.

It is arranged 
to purchase 

shares in 
instalments.

Providing income 
generation and 

professional 
training to low 

income members.

Finance and 
technology 

literacy training is 
provided 
regularly.

Participated in 
member's 

kitchen Garden 
green vegetable 

program.

Financial 
Inclusion 

Financial 
Inclusion 

Financial 
Inclusion 

The interest rate is 
reduced when women 

members getting 
loans.



Contribution in SDGs

Zero Hunger-2

Financial inclusion of 
member can release 
bigger investments 

in the planting 
season. The result: 
higher yields—and 

progress toward 
greater food 

security. 

Good Health and Well Being-3

Involvement in the financial 
activities conducted by the 

organization will create 
savings due to the positive 
changes in the income level 

and increase the level of 
awareness, which will 
contribute to health 

security and good living.

No Poverty-1

The economic 
activity of the 

individual leads to 
an increase in 
income and 

improves the 
standard of living 
and contributes to 

the reduction of 
poverty



Contribution in SDGs

Gender Equality-5

Due to lack of economic and 
lack of awareness, gender 

imbalance and gender 
discrimination are increasing. 

It seems that the gender 
balance will be maintained 
due to positive changes in 

income generation and 
awareness.

Clean Water and Sanitation-6

Due to the lack of 
awareness, information and 

access, it seems that this 
type of problem will be 

solved due to the lack of 
knowledge about the 

negative consequences of 
not paying attention to 

health and hygiene.

Quality Education-4

This will solve the compulsion 
to get low quality education 
because quality education is 

usually expensive and not 
being able to invest in 

education. Because of the 
improvement in the income of 
the individual and the level of 
awareness brought about by 

the involvement.



Contribution in SDGs

Reduced Enequalities-10

Illiteracy, poverty and inequality 
prevalent in the society are 

usually created due to economic 
lack and level. But with the 

improvement in the economic 
situation, the positive changes 

in the individual will remove the 
inequality.



Tomb

• Subsidies
• Condolence

At womb

• Health awareness
• Nutrition
• Health checkup

Old Age

• VYCCU support stick
• Life Security Saving 

Scheme

School Age
• Long-term Scholarship program
• Quiz; contemporary/extemporary 

speech
• VYCCU in every school

Youth

• Creating Self employment 
opportunities

• Sports program
• Family planning Support program .

At Birth

• Gift ghee, warm clothes and 
hat for neonates   

• Financial support for 
nutritious feeds

• Involve/include in ‘Ankura
Savings’



Conclusion

Credit Unions are more than banks

Credit union were originally chartered to serve people of 
small means

Large credit union function like banks, but they are not 
regulated like banks.

The credit union industry requires performance-based 
measures that affirm their obligation to expand financial 
access and promote financial inclusion.

A credit union can not succeed if it serve low income 
people and communities only. Therefore it is necessary 
that credit unions serve others as well broader middle 
class.



The CU mission is to make members happy, to be a vehicle to 
bring financial independence

most of the city-centric financial cooperatives are profit 
oriented: more than 90% are totally offering financial 
services only, 1% are doing their other business.

Case of fraud are being seen in those cooperatives that have 
executive roles from the BOD and huge investments into the 
land and building product

Liquidity crisis due to insufficient provision of liquidity in 
cooperatives

Lots of problem faced by the financial cooperatives due to 
overlooking the standard by the BOD and highly dominated 
culture developed.

Conclusion
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